PAWELFLAJSZER

PROFILE

BCS and Harvard certified software developer with 3 years of experience in
building robust, efficient and cost-effective web applications.
I am a hardworking, ambitious and skilled individual with a great passion
for software. I advocate developing robust, well tested and documented
applications and minimizing technical debt on the existing ones.
I would like to put my skills to use to bring a meaning and innovation.

EDUCATION

Name: Pawel Flajszer
Date of birth: 29.03.1990
Address: 69A Raglan Rd
LS2 9DZ Leeds
Phone: 074 3268 3268
Email: pawel@flajszer.com

SKILLS

BCS, The Chartered Institute for IT

Higher National Certificate (HNC) - Level 4

2019 - 2020

The Software Developer Level 4 Apprenticeship has been designed for Web Developers, Application
Developers, Mobile App Developers, Games Developers and Software Developers. Modules involved
building and testing, high-quality code across front end, logic and database layers. I worked as part of
a larger team on projects in which we were responsible for some of the elements of the overall project.
I have gained a Microsoft Technology Associate certification along with some of the BCS certifications
like Systems Development and Software Languages.

Harvard University Online

CS50: Introduction to Computer Science

2011 - 2014

BA (Hons) in Hospitality

SQL
Python

2018 - 2019

This course teaches how to think algorithmically and solve problems efficiently. Topics include
abstraction, algorithms, data structures, encapsulation, resource management, security, software
engineering, and web development. Languages include C, Python, SQL, and JavaScript/HTML/CSS.
Problem sets are inspired by real-world domains of biology, cryptography, finance, forensics, and
gaming.

Wroclaw School of Banking

LANGUAGES
C#

The coursework investigates event management, business law, hospitality accounting and hospitality
information systems, as well as English (B1) and Spanish (C1). I have gained the experience in sales,
public relations, catering, marketing and hotel operations., social science, economics, personnel
management, international business, human resources management, and managerial accounting.

JavaScript/TypeScript
CMD/PowerShell/Bash
Visual Basic

TECH
.NET Core/Framework
Azure DevOps/Portal

EMPLOYMENT

Angular

.NET Developer

2019 - present

Search Laboratory

» Support and maintain existing applications using
technologies such as: C#, .NET, ASP.NET, Angular,
JavaScript/TypeScript, Python, SQL, Azure and Google
Cloud Platform
» Working on distributed systems, including REST APIs
and Microservices
» Respond to and log issues raised by the wider team
» Suggest and implement improvements and bug fixes as
required
» Understand the business requirements and design
solutions which fulfil those requirements in an effective,
easy to use manner
» Develop, test and deploy those solutions for use within
the Search Laboratory environment

Freelancer

» Work with the Chief Technology Officer to identify
areas for development and prioritise them accordingly
» Work with users internally to understand, define and
document their requirements, then design and develop
appropriate software solutions to address them
» Test and Deploy software to the relevant environment by
configuring CI/CD pipelines
» Document changes to software for other developers and
for end users in the form of release notes/documentation
» Ensure all development is carried out in line with coding
standards and guidelines (i.e Design patterns or SOLID
principles) and within source control
» Building and maintaining data pipelines

Self-Employed Photographer/Illustrator

» Agreeing the brief and contract with the client,
» Developing visual ideas that suit the brief,
» Providing the finished product by the deadline,
» Using wide range of software (ACS, Corel Painter,
Procreate, etc)

2015 - 2019

» Capturing various types of images using DSLR,
flashguns with triggers, tripods, and other equipment,
» Using different drawing equipment (iPad, Wacom tablet,
etc).
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Google Cloud Platform
Tableau/Data Studio
Data Pipelines
Contenerisation/Serverless

STACKS
Azure
Google Cloud Platform

COVER LETTER

PAWELFLAJSZER
Pawel Flajszer
69A Raglan Rd
LS2 9DZ, Leeds
074 3268 3268
pawel@flajszer.com

Companies’ HR
Manager

To whom it may concern,
My name is Pawel. I'm a Full Stack .NET Developer, experienced in designing, building and deploying
robust, maintainable and scalable data-driven applications. I take part in the full software development lifecycle. I
work with both distributed systems and monolithic architecture and I'm comfortable working with .NET Framework, .NET Standard and .NET Core frameworks (preparing for .NET 6!). I'm familiar with MVC Web Apps,
Azure Webjobs, Azure Functions and some front-end frameworks like Razor Pages, Razor Views, or Angular.
I design and deploy SQL Server databases and feel comfortable creating data access layers in applications
using EF and EFCore. Outside of T-SQL, I can also use MySQL, NoSQL (i.e. Azure Storage Tables), or Standard
SQL (Google BigQuery).
I have an in-depth knowledge of Azure and working with both Cloud (mainly DevOps - Source Control
and CI/CD Pipelines) and Portal (creating, configuring and categorizing resources; Cost management and optimization; identifying and resolving issues with host machines, and more). I'm a Global Administrator in my current role.
I also work with Google Cloud Platform, where I'm an Organization Admin and use tools such as
BigQuery (Data Warehouse), Stackdriver logging and monitoring, and Dataflow/Dataprep, or Cloud Functions.
I've had a chance to perform an Internal System Administrator role for almost a year, and I'm experienced
in Microsoft Windows servers, domain controllers and Active Directory, as well as Azure AD, Office 365 suite,
maintaining/setting up all company PCs, including Group Policy updates, software and hardware upgrades, and
finally implementing and distributing scripts using PowerShell and Command Prompt. I provided both remote and
on-site support to our teams in the UK and US.
I'm a certified Microsoft Technology Associate and successfully finished Harvards' Introduction to Computer Science course that gave me a strong foundation in low-level programming with C and web development with
Python. I've accomplished a higher apprenticeship in Software Development and I currently work in a digital
marketing agency as a Developer.
I have a proven record of mentoring junior and aspiring developers and training others. Thanks to the
combination of technical and soft skills, I have won an annual “Helping Others” award in 2020.
I have an outgoing personality and I'm easy to communicate with. Outside of work, I'm enjoying the
outdoors and physical activity. I love to read literature classics and listen to folk or electronic music. I also run a
technical blog (FullDuck.dev) and recently started a YouTube (Full Duck Dev) channel.
Yours sincerely,
Pawel Flajszer
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